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BLOCK
Battling The Christmas Music Spike

H

ow about we discuss the theory of evolution instead?”
So says WXTU/Philadelphia PD Shelly Easton when
the topic of fending off the all-Christmas music assault
is broached. “That’s like the impossible question,” she adds.
Yes, it’s June and CMA Fest lanyards
are in full swing around Nashville, but
the burned-in memories (scars?) of the
2010 Holiday book have not faded. To
review, the 48 AC, Hot AC or Classic
Hits stations in PPM markets that
switched to Christmas programming in
2010 averaged a whopping 91% ratings
increase 6+. Between November and
December alone, their average gain was
an impressive 41%. Not a single one
Shelly Easton
lost audience between November and

the Holiday books. Over at your friendly
neighborhood Country station, it was
mostly coal in the PPM stocking. More
than 60% saw declines after an already
soft December.
With a few months in the rearview
and a few to go before decking the halls,
the question beckons: “Can the bleeding
be stopped?” Uh, nurse ... suction. “A
35-year-old woman who’s in love with
Christmas or works at a retail shop is
Mark Richards
going to play those stations and there’s
not much I can do about that,” WKHX/Atlanta PD Mark
Richards says. And the is-what-it-is-itis is widespread.
“It’s a usage issue,” KKBQ & KTHT/Houston OM Johnny
Chiang says. “Suddenly our P1s and P2s have a new favorite.

It’s that time of the year and because
[format] KODA is the at-work listening
station, they were already exposed to
different people. ”
Unfortunately for Country, PPM
has only heightened the Christmas
music effect. “In the diary world, you
can potentially weather the storm,”
consultant Joel Raab points out. “If you
have a good November and October,
Joel Raab
people are still voting for you.”
Chopping Santa at the knees may be
an unrealistic aspiration. Or maybe not. Three Country stations
went all-Christmas this past season (see sidebar), and aggressive
or innovative strategies for the 2011 holiday are unlikely to
be tipped in the pages of a trade pub. (Ed. note: Though we
welcome input from PDs wishing to prove us wrong.)
For most, however, addressing the Holiday book is about
bolstering, not beating. Consultant Michael O’Malley advises
clients to “try to minimize exit points and give the station a real
feel for Christmas. Put a lot of tinsel on
it and play the hits. If you can create a
listening experience where people feel
good about it, you have a good chance
of holding onto as much audience as
possible “
In Philly, Easton believes it’s critical
to maintain your own brand. “You can’t
really react to it, you have to respond to
it and be sure you execute perfectly.”
Atlanta’s Richards tells Country
Johnny Chiang
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rinch-ly numbers can put even the most cheerful programmer in a holiday funk, but for the folks
paying the bills, the calculus could be very stark. Sales departments, after all, are charged with putting
presidents under the tree.
WKIS/Miami GSM Carole Bowen echoes a common theme among sales execs Country Aircheck spoke
with: “It doesn’t affect any other month than the Holiday, which is completely discounted and never used in an
average. So if someone says I want to see the last three months, they don’t mean for us to include Holiday. We
always drop that.”
Matt Smith, Beasley/Philadelphia Dir./Sales, goes one step further: “We’ll argue that you shouldn’t count
the December book either, because there’s more holiday music in that month than the actual holiday book.”
Clear Channel/Minneapolis Dir./Sales Art Morales gets to live the all-Christmas experience from both sides
of the equation. His cluster includes Country powerhouse KEEY (K102) and
Classic Hits KQQL, which plays holiday music every year. Ultimately, Morales
says the cluster benefits. “Does K102 take a hit? Yes,” he says. “But from a
revenue standpoint, we don’t budget based on the fact there are two stations
that go Christmas and one of them is ours. Year-to-year growth is still the
expectation, and we don’t use that as a crutch when budgeting for November
and December. Q4 is still our strongest quarter.”
Smith says there are no surprises anymore. “We know what’s coming. Shame
on us if we don’t plan and prepare to meet our specific goals.” Priority number one
is educating the staff. “Some buyers will look at those ratings and see value and
use them,” Morales says. “Some will throw out the book. But you have to have
conversations with your buyers as to how they will evaluate their schedules way
before they start to send out the avail and negotiate it.”
Morales offers perspective on what all-Christmas stations do to try to
capitalize on what are now guaranteed strong showings in the Holiday book.
Matt Smith
“For KQQL, we’ll take that Christmas book and we’re pre-selling it. We show
them the trends: this is what happened over the past three years, and you sell it for the holiday season.”
Conversely, after the holidays, he says, “We don’t take that same book and decide, ‘Let’s adjust the rates based
on the number that’s coming down.’ In January, when we’re in front of a buyer, they get it. They see it and they
adjust their view of the market based on that.”
WXTU/Philadelphia is working ahead, too, according to Smith. “We know now – in June – ‘BEB is going to
play Christmas music and when it’ll start. So we have a plan underway. We already know what we’re going to
do for the Holidays.”
Operating under the “no surprises” edict, are Country stations forced to slash rates? Bowen says December
is traditionally not a strong month for WKIS. “So many advertising categories that would normally be on the
station pull back because they don’t want to compete with all things Santa Claus,” she says. “Automotive is on,
but typically it’s after Christmas and a big category for us. The stuff we usually lose is not made up for with the
retail that we gain. It’s an OK month, not the worst, so I do price differently.”
Most sellers and buyers have been operating in this context for a long time. “Do they use it against us to
negotiate? Of course,” Morales admits. “But that’s why we’re here, to educate them on the real story. That’s
the beauty of PPM. Look at a trend; that’s one thing. But it will also tell you this is a one-time event. Even if
it’s an annual event, use it for decisions you make moving forward, but not for how you judge your rolling
marketing plan.”

R

ather than sit glumly in gaudy
sweaters waiting to see their
calls on Arbitron’s “naughty”
list, three major market stations
opted to directly compete with allChristmas outlets in 2010.
Clear Channel’s KSD/St. Louis
went early, even by AC standards,
flipping for Frosty on Friday, Nov.
12. The station was flat NovemberDecember at 3.1, but increased
3.1-4.6 (17-7t) December-Holiday, its
all-time best AQH share in PPM. KSD’s
cume also jumped 440,500-513,400
(12-6).
CC WSIX/Nashville’s Dec. 15 flip
was late by comparison and, it could
be argued, more about cleansing the
palette following the retirement of
legendary morning man Gerry House.
Nonetheless, the station improved 4.84.9 November-December (9-9).
Simmons’ KEGA (The Eagle)/Salt
Lake City went all-Christmas one
day after Thanksgiving and the move
paid off, with a 1.8-2.7 increase
(18t-15) from December to Holiday,
with audience growth of 200,000260,000 (17-15).

Alan Hague

Eagle PD Alan Hague programmed
all-Christmas [format] KSFI before
Simmons sold it to Bonneville. That
station has a long history of going
Christmas and was, in fact, one of
the first stations in America to do so.
Hague tells Country Aircheck that
between KSFI and the market’s other
all-Christmas outlet, CC’s KOSY, “You
have two stations that together are
pulling close to a 30 share by week
three of December.” The decision to
join the Holiday mixer was as simple
as asking, “Shouldn’t we have some
of that?”
Where other programmers and
consultants worry about surrendering
the station position and brand for four
weeks, Hague reasons, “I guess you
have to look at it this way: It’s a threestation Country market and, yes, in the
Holiday book [Citadel’s] KBUL had
4.5, [KSOP, Inc.’s] KSOP had a 3.1.
We had a 2.7. My point is this: I’m in
the hunt that month and I’m still playing

Country music. It’s just that it’s country
Christmas music.”
KEGA settled 2.7-2.2 (15-19t)
from December to January, and
Hague admits it took another few
weeks to come back to previous
levels. On the other hand, he
says, “We established ourselves
as a station that does this. There
is something to be said about
branding and how much of it you
lose when you go there. But having
programmed KSFI before, I think it was
a closer fit to Christmas music than
any other format. Then take a look at
Country. In my opinion, next to AC, it’s
probably the closest fit.”
Calling the KEGA all-Christmas flip
an experiment, Hague adds, “I don’t
think it failed. It’s worth investigating in
the future.” He’s non-committal, however,
about 2011. As to the potential for
other Country stations making a similar
move, Hague says, “Everything depends
strictly on the market and the conditions
there. But if you can differentiate yourself
in a marketplace where you have two to
three Country stations, especially in a
market of 55 radio stations as we have,
you have to look at it.”
As for Clear Channel, both KSD
and WSIX were in a state of flux at
press time, with a PD search still
underway in St. Louis and WSIX
only recently filling its open post with
Jon Anthony. When Country Aircheck
spoke to CC RVPP John Zellner in
February, he was, understandably,
holding his cards close to his reindeerbedazzled vest.
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Aircheck he’s never started airing Christmas music earlier than
November 15. “We begin in a weekend capacity by Thanksgiving
when people are shopping,” he explains. “Then we back it off during
the week.” Easton says when Black Friday arrives, ‘XTU is already
playing three Christmas tunes per hour. O’Malley has traditionally
recommended clients start around the same time, but wonders aloud,
“Maybe we’re all a little late.”
Chiang says KKBQ doesn’t back down
from the challenge. “We don’t treat the
December or Holiday books as throwaways,”
he says. “We still try to do great promotions
in hopes of trying to keep our numbers up. We
play some Christmas music, but 98% of what
we play is what we normally do. If we play it,
we stick with country artists.”
Where an all-Christmas AC draws from
many genres for a vast mix, library diversity
Michael O’Malley
for a Country station building its holiday
clocks is a big question. And there’s little
consensus. “I look at my competitors’ top 100 songs and I take the ones
that are traditional favorites out of that,” Easton says of ‘XTU’s wide
stance. “We’re playing the songs everyone knows. We do that right
away. We don’t just play George Strait, we’ll play John Mellencamp or
the Grinch song.”
Raab recommends starting narrow, with the strongest songs at
the beginning. “I always say, ‘the most familiar songs by the biggest
country stars,’” he explains. “It’s pretty hard to go wrong with that.”
And O’Malley advises against finding AC records “that don’t have a
good sonic style or lyric fit.”

Country
stations can
sound incredibly
strong between
Thanksgiving
and Christmas
because the
weakest of the
weak isn’t on
the station.
What music comes off the clocks? This is a balancing act, because
dropping only new music in favor of familiar, older songs can skew
the station’s overall era. Richards starts with lights, moves to mediums,
then later, the older gold as the holiday season progresses. Easton says
a combination of secondary gold and lights. O’Malley’s rule of thumb
is to “take off whatever the lightest category of powerful music is.”
Regardless of what is bumped, Raab is encouraged that “Country
stations can sound incredibly strong between Thanksgiving and
Christmas because the weakest of the weak isn’t on the station.”
In spite of the ugly Holiday PPM book, Country radio did enjoy
a tremendous rebound in the January PPM, with gainers leading
decliners 65-25 and three stations unchanged. That’s a 69.9%
improvement ratio. Easton’s rebound theory is simple: “When
Christmas is over, it’s over for people,” she says. “That’s the good
news. It ends!”
Will the success of 2010’s three groundbreakers tempt more stations
to take on the all-Christmas competitors head-to-head? Richards says
the move was considered when Citadel had two Country stations in the
cluster (WYAY flipped to Classic Hits in 2008). “The dynamic there
is, do you really want to completely get away from what you do every
day?” he asks. In his current head-to-head competitive situation, that
move isn’t on the table anymore. “In this market we’d be the third allChristmas station. It would be a mistake.”
Cox/Houston does have a second Country station in the building,
Classic Country KTHT. At one time, Chiang says the station brain
trust considered flipping it over the holidays. “Luckily, KKBQ has
held up OK the last two years” he says. Chiang’s biggest fear in taking
‘THT Christmas is running off Classic Country fans, who deliver a
fairly consistent 2.0 share. “Those listeners are so loyal to the brand,”
he says. “You blow it up with 100% Christmas music and yes, they’ll
come back, but you’d better make sure you have marketing money to
remind them.”
An all-Christmas flip is not in the cards for WXTU anytime soon,
says Easton. “Here’s the great news: we’re a niche. So when people are
looking for Country in Philly, they’re looking for us.” Unfortunately,
when they’re looking for Christmas – pretty much anywhere – they’re
looking elsewhere.
CAC
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